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Inflation’s higher than your bond rates 

That’s what I was fearing 

So your savings account 

Is slowly disappearing 

 

Dogecoin Rap, Remy, 2021 

 
One year ago, markets were in panic. Bonds from large government-backed corporations 
offered record returns to investors willing to bet on their survival. Today, we are in a state of 
euphoria. Not only have markets priced in a much lower likelihood of such end-of-the-world 
scenarios – they have moved to reflect a goldilocks environment, a combination of strong 
growth and subdued inflation. 

The underlying consensus assumption – reiterated from the Fed Chair down to most sell-side 
economists – is that inflation pressures will be temporary and that central banks will be able to 
keep policy loose, leaving the punch bowl out and the party going.  

What if they are wrong? 

After two decades of QE infinity asset-based monetary stimulus, which together with corporate 
tax cuts, had little effect on inflation – economic policy has finally turned the corner.  

Financial markets are no longer the only priority: the real economy is. President Biden’s 
Congress speech from last week highlighted key measures to rebalance society: more 
spending for families and higher taxes on top percentiles of wealth. This is a drastic change 
from QE infinity, which as we have been arguing since 2015, increased wealth inequality and 
was in some cases deflationary. Europe too is accelerating its distribution of anti-Covid 
vaccines and boosting spending through its Next Generation EU Recovery plan.  

Milton Friedman once said that nothing is more permanent than a temporary government 
programme. Before being a monetary phenomenon, inflation is a political one. We believe 
governments will not easily be able to quit from spending and high deficits. Today’s spending 
programmes will likely result in higher structural demand for commodities as well as services, 
while increased geopolitical tensions are likely to bring production of strategic goods back on 
shore, reversing. The result is likely to be continued depreciation of fiat currencies against real 
assets. 

Coming from a multi-decade bull market in bonds, it is easy for investors to stay in the lull of 
their allocations. However, about 60% of global bonds now yield less than one percent. Most 
bond portfolios, balanced portfolios and fixed income funds are positioned the wrong way. All 
contain bonds which yield less than inflation and no longer provide much protection in market 
sell-offs, as we have seen over the past quarters. Investors can either lose money slowly 
against inflation, or quickly, in a re-pricing.  

Valuations are too high and volatility too low. We believe demand will bounce back quicker than 
expected. This, coupled with supply bottlenecks, will likely bring volatility back across inflation, 
yields and risk assets. But temporary volatility is only the beginning of the story. More 
government spending is ahead of us, and central banks are ready to support it with even looser 
policy over the coming years, including yield curve control and central bank digital currencies.  
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From Panic to Euphoria  

 

Reopening: A story of divergence 

 

Global economies are re-opening, but a full re-opening will likely take until 2022. At the 

start of the year, we expected a near-normal 2021 summer across developed economies. High 

vaccine efficacy rates and large national contracts initially aimed to bring near-full immunity by 

the summer across developed economies. However, with operational challenges and some 

skepticism around side-effects, the vaccine roll out has turned out to be slower than anticipated. 

With the exception of the UK, the US and Israel, almost no developed country today is set to 

have 60% of its population vaccinated with at least one dose by June, we estimate. In Europe, 

by our estimates, it is likely that 60-70% vaccine rates will only be reached in August. 

Vaccination rates will likely be slower in other developed economies like Australia, New 

Zealand, Korea and Japan. 

 

COVID has amplified divergences across countries, with the US outperforming the rest 

of the world, especially emerging markets – with the exception of China. Over the past 

fortnight, around 30% of total new COVID cases came from India alone. Despite only 8% of the 

population being vaccinated, the Indian government had decided that the economy could no 

longer suffer the burden of a lock down. This premature reopening led to a resurgence in cases, 

and has now caused a second lock down. The EIU estimates that only 60% of the Indian 

population will be vaccinated by mid-2022, thereby limiting India’s ability to meaningfully reopen 

the economy until then. In contrast, in the US nearly 70% of the population has had at least 

one dose and the country is set to have a near-normal summer. This contrast between India 

and the US is an example, but is illustrative of the divergence between EMs and DMs in terms 

of their vaccination roll out rates and, therefore, paths to economic recovery. This divergence 

was illustrated in the IMF’s latest growth forecasts of April 2021: while developed markets’ 

growth was revised higher by 0.8pp and 0.5pp in 2021 and 2022, emerging markets’ growth 

was revised higher by only 0.4pp in 2021 and was unchanged for 2022.  

 

Annual vaccination requirements and COVID variants increase the risk that this divergence 

persists. While eventually both emerging and developed economies will have an equal 

vaccination rate, the time period to achieve this is further stretched by the need for repeat 

doses. Also, as seen with the variants in South Africa and Brazil, the efficacy of the vaccine 

could be impaired. This would lead to new product cycle timelines and potentially further 

delivery time differences amongst nations. 

 

Inflation: Some central banks are cautiously tapping on the brakes 

 
“We find ourselves in a situation here where we’re on the roof, and there is no risk-free path. 

We’ve got to jump.”  

− Jerome Powell, 2013, Fed minutes on tapering discussions. 

 

Higher or higher-for-longer inflation is the key risk against current market valuations. “It 

may be that interest rates will have to rise a little bit to make sure our economy doesn’t 

overheat” – US Treasury Secretary Yellen said earlier this week – yet, markets could not take 

it, and Secretary Yellen had to quickly backtrack on her statements. Today’s belief in lower-for-

longer interest rates, contained inflation pressures and a loose central bank reaction function 

underpins record-high valuations in equity markets, and record-tight risk premia across long 

term government debt and credit. 

 

The consensus expectation amongst central bank economists and investors is that while 

inflation may be higher, it will be transitory. Neither investors nor central bankers are prepared 

for a permanent or extended regime shift towards higher inflation. Some central banks’ 

projections however, are already proving to be too optimistic. The Fed and Bank of Canada are 

projecting inflation to remain around 2% until 2023 and the ECB project it to remain below 2% 

until 2023. However, in recent weeks, PPI (the price levels received by domestic producers for 

their production) in China, the US and Europe has reached around 4% YoY. In part, this rise is 

due to a large YoY change in commodity prices – both in hard and soft commodities, partially 

due to supply disruptions caused by COVID. But even excluding commodity price base-effects, 
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Source: Algebris Investments, CDC Covid Data Tracker.  
Data as of 02.05.21 
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Source: Algebris Investments, Gov.uk – Coronavirus 
dashboard. Data as of 01.05.21 
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Source: Algebris Investments, Impfdashboard.de.  
Data as of 03.05.21 
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https://www.news-medical.net/news/20210425/Pfizer-BioNTech-COVID-19-vaccine-shows-real-world-efficacy-despite-the-circulation-of-B117-variant.aspx
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jan/29/canada-and-uk-among-countries-with-most-vaccine-doses-ordered-per-person
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/europes-vaccine-rollout-hit-by-doubts-over-jj-astrazeneca-shots-2021-04-14/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/apr/22/india-hits-global-record-of-315000-new-daily-cases-as-covid-wave-worsens
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/world/covid-vaccinations-tracker.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/world/covid-vaccinations-tracker.html
https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/coronavirus/india-likely-to-vaccinate-60-70-adults-by-late-2022-most-of-africa-to-wait-for-covid-19-vaccine-till-2023-report-6435411.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/world/covid-vaccinations-tracker.html
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/Issues/2021/03/23/world-economic-outlook-april-2021
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-55534727
https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/files/FOMC20130619meeting.pdf
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/03/04/fed-chairman-powell-says-economic-reopening-could-cause-inflation-to-pick-up-temporarily.html
https://www.reuters.com/world/china/china-march-ppi-rises-highest-since-2018-cpi-returns-inflation-2021-04-09/
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/04/09/us-producer-price-index-march-2021.html
https://www.mining.com/copper-price-rally-fueled-by-concerns-over-supply-for-immediate-delivery/
https://www.thegrocer.co.uk/commodities/fears-grow-over-inflation-as-wheat-corn-and-soya-prices-hit-eight-year-highs/655670.article
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there has been a positive trend in PPI. As seen in German PPI excluding energy, prices are 

rising by over 2% YoY and, breaking multi-year highs. In April’s US ISM survey, eight out of ten 

respondents reported paying higher prices for materials, up from just 6 out of 10 respondents 

in January. While historically the passthrough from PPI to CPI has been mild, it could be 

stronger this time. One catalyst for this stronger pass through could come as the economy 

reopens and unemployment falls: higher goods-inflation could start to pressure an increase in 

wages which would further increase CPI. In the US, higher consumer prices could be around 

the corner: on recent earnings calls, US company executives have warned of price increases 

to come. For example, P&G said prices on certain products would be increased by mid-to-high 

single digits from September and that they would review other products shortly. Likewise, 

Whirlpool said it was planning price increases of between 5-12%.  

 

There are also early indications of new inflation catalysts. On the one hand, some of these 

drivers are temporary but could last until year end: for instance, the global chip shortage was 

initially expected by investors to last only a few weeks, but could now last for most of 2021 – or 

past 2022, according to some more bearish expectations. For now, this chip shortage has 

resulted in reduced production / inventory rather than increased prices, but as the shortage 

extends and inventories continue to fall, it is likely prices will begin to rise. For instance, 

Goldman Sachs estimates that the shortage is likely to increase 2021 US CPI by between 0.1% 

to 0.4%. On the other hand, there are also new inflation drivers which are more structural: like 

onshoring supply chains and production, despite higher costs, both as a lesson-learned from 

COVID, as well as a way to protect intellectual property in an environment of rising geopolitical 

risk. This de-globalisation trend will likely increase production costs. 

 

Which central banks are likely to pull the punch bowl first? Some policymakers have already 

started to gently tap on the brakes. 

 

The Bank of Canada became the first G10 central bank to start tapering its pandemic 

asset purchases. Last week, the BoC announced its asset purchase tapering as it forecasted 

stronger Canadian growth, and for inflation to remain persistently above or near 2% until 2023. 

The BoC’s hawkish stance may be unique in the global context: despite resurgent virus cases, 

the commodity-linked economy has been boosted by higher commodity prices. In addition, the 

BoC has a singular mandate to control inflation, as opposed to the Fed’s dual mandate which 

also focuses on achieving full employment. As a result, and unlike the BoC, other central banks 

have chosen to wait, rather than tapping the breaks. But this might mean that they will have to 

hit the brakes harder later on, if inflation overshoots become more persistent. 

 

The Fed is likely to begin discussions around exiting its pandemic asset purchase 

program in H2. As Fed chair Powell said at the last meeting, tapering will depend on the US 

showing substantial progress towards achieving maximum employment. This is likely to come 

by year-end, as employment picks up in reopening-linked sectors like travel and hospitality.  

 

The Bank of England may be the next candidate to consider a hawkish shift. An 

announcement of a gradual tapering from 4Q21 may come as early as August. This could be 

triggered by an upward revision in the growth and inflation forecasts. The BoE’s current 

economic assumptions were made prior to the fast roll-out of vaccinations in Q1. That said, the 

BoE’s board remains largely dovish, and might bark more than bite. 

 

Other G-10 central banks may be slower to introduce tapering discussions. In Europe, the ECB 

recently dismissed tapering discussions as “simply premature”. The ECB is likely to also be 

under less pressure than the Fed to taper given Europe’s slower vaccination roll out and fiscal 

spending. However, some of the ECB’s hawks have already broken ranks, and consensus on 

keeping the PEPP going might start fading after the June meeting. 

 

The RBA and RBNZ are unlikely to discuss tapering until 2022 given slow vaccine roll out, 

fraying relations with key trading partner China and systemic risks from high house prices. 

Likewise, in Japan, there is almost no pressure to discuss tapering as inflation remains low, 

despite the base effects from last year. 

 

 

Number of Weeks Between Ordering a 
Chip and Getting it 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Algebris Investments, Susquehanna Financial 
Group. Data as of March 2021 
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Input Prices Have Risen A Lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Haver, IIF 
Note: Markit manufacturing PMIs - input prices 
expressed as historical Z-scores. Data as of March 2021 
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https://www.destatis.de/EN/Press/2021/04/PE21_196_61241.html;jsessionid=E3C1619EAB727C2B5F53E72C37FCE797.live711
https://www.ismworld.org/supply-management-news-and-reports/reports/ism-report-on-business/pmi/april/
https://www.ft.com/content/52dc058d-7a6d-4cd0-898e-84bd7f6806a7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-56847518
https://www.washingtonpost.com/gdpr-consent/?next_url=https%3a%2f%2fwww.washingtonpost.com%2ftechnology%2f2021%2f04%2f13%2fintel-ceo-semiconductor-chip-shortage%2f
https://www.ft.com/content/de519d34-c1cc-4c5d-9547-7af2b268a541
https://marquee.gs.com/content/research/en/reports/2021/04/22/92a52c7b-8406-4a73-9e32-eff01889adb5.html
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/usappblog/2021/04/08/bidens-plan-to-discourage-companies-from-offshoring-production-may-also-help-him-politically/
https://www.ft.com/content/c8644714-2bc0-4dad-80ec-5c0282aea76e
https://www.ft.com/content/c8644714-2bc0-4dad-80ec-5c0282aea76e
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-04-21/bank-of-canada-pares-bond-purchases-sees-rate-hikes-earlier
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-04-07/fed-saw-some-time-before-taper-conditions-met-minutes-show
https://www.ft.com/content/3768f00c-3c51-49f9-b49c-19cb1480b72a
https://www.ft.com/content/d1070ff2-a473-4f6a-a484-681fb8de4251
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-australia-56840299
https://www.reuters.com/article/japan-economy-inflation-idUSL4N2MF0LB
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Geopolitics: China and Russia test the Biden administration 
 

A key risk for the reminder of the year is the potential re-inflammation of geopolitical tensions. 

In fact, the new US administration is proving more hawkish than broadly expected. Ahead of 

elections, Biden was broadly seen as a dove in international policy based simply on the contrast 

with Trump’s unpredictable approach. The first few months of 2021 make clear this common 

wisdom was wrong: Russia received long-awaited sanctions in the first three months of Biden 

term, and the stance on China is not softening much outside trade. Turkey may be next in line. 

As a new global leader is now at the White House, other global powers are likely to continue 

testing boundaries. As a result, we may be set up for a few noisy months. Geopolitics can cause 

clusters of volatility, as markets try to second-guess the next area of tension once one is 

exhausted.   

 

Russia has been playing war games, and for US-Russia relations, this has been a rocky 

start. Navalny’s poisoning triggered a round of personal sanctions, and election interference 

finally pushed an extension of sanctions towards sovereign debt. While the latter restrictions 

came in a milder-than-feared form, it launches a powerful message. The US is monitoring 

Russia’s bravery in global affairs, and is ready to touch painful areas. On its part, Russia is 

keen to challenge the new US leadership. Putin’s comments on Biden have been provocative 

and troops amassed at the Ukraine border made it clear Russia still wants to be seen as the 

regional leader in Eastern Europe. In the next few weeks, a relaxation is likely as sanctions 

have been announced and Russia is already retiring troops. Still, the rough start is a clear sign 

of more confrontation going forward, meaning more tit-for-tat and potential market pain. 

 

China turns out to be another open front as tensions at the border with Taiwan rise and 

technological competition with the US intensifies. Semiconductor shortages exacerbate 

the long-standing issue of technological competition with the US, while tensions with Taiwan 

have the potential to require a clearer US stance towards the region. Also, signs of China-

Russia cooperation are increasing, adding to Washington headaches. Overall, tensions 

between the US and China are less likely to have an immediate market impact: there is no open 

confrontation as there is with Russia, and after Trump the US has moved past trade wars. Still, 

a gradual deterioration will make occasional tensions more likely and will increase polarization 

in terms of global bilateral relations. 

 

Geopolitical tensions are also likely to increase further in Turkey. Beyond domestic 

volatility, Ankara’s relations with the EU keeps nosediving, and the first Biden comments have 

not been positive. With the US, Turkey holds quite a long “open bill”: both retaliation for S-400 

purchases and the Halkbank fine are yet to be seen, and Erdogan’s comments on the US 

continue to be hawkish. While the former US administration never stepped-up economic 

warfare with Turkey, a parallel with Russia suggests we should be more wary under Biden. 

Financial/economic measures against Turkey are likely to have a much stronger market impact 

than in Russia, given the strong reliance of the country on foreign capital. 

Geopolitics and markets – when it rains, it pours. 

 

Geopolitics and markets: Growing underlying risks 

 

Over the past decades, macro tailwinds from monetary and fiscal policy  have usually 

overshadowed geopolitical shocks. However, persistent tensions between China, Russia 

and the US could go beyond news headlines.  

 

The first knee-jerk reaction from geopolitical tensions is of course market risk-off. Today, 

valuations discount a very calm environment, with valuations from EM credit spreads to equity 

volatility at record lows. But beyond that, evidence from the IIF, on the left, shows that only 

companies in the US, China and Taiwan are able to pass higher input prices, on average. A 

combination of longer supply chain times and onshoring of production at higher costs might 

end up squeezing corporate profits too. 

 

 

 

 

The New Investment Environment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Algebris Investments, Bloomberg.  
Data as of 16.04.21 
*ASW Spread for ICE BofAML US High Yield Index.  
**10y UST yield - 10y USD inflation swap zero coupon. 
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https://www.neweurope.eu/article/us-sanctions-against-russia-less-damaging-that-had-been-expected/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/russian-military-build-up-near-ukraine-numbers-more-than-150000-troops-eus-2021-04-19/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/22/world/europe/russia-ukraine-military-pullback.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3129036/us-china-relations-military-tensions-continue-rise-over-taiwan
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/04/18/op-ed-china-russia-cooperation-could-be-bidens-biggest-challenge.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/04/18/op-ed-china-russia-cooperation-could-be-bidens-biggest-challenge.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/biden-armenian-genocide-turkey-b1835665.html
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Is there nothing left to buy? 

 

Tight spreads, rising rates and a flurry of summer risks are a tricky combination for fixed income 

investors. High yield and emerging markets now yield less than 5% in USD terms, and index 

duration is at the highs post the 2020 boom in issuance. As a result, even small moves in rates 

have the potential to turn into negative returns. In February 2020, before the Covid crisis, we  

warned investors that there was nothing left to buy in the market. Today, the upside-downside 

for bonds is definitely skewed against bondholders – only a few areas of value remain. 

 

Based on our decomposition of credit returns by risk factors (see Appendix I), a significant 

portion of returns for IG and HY indices since last year were attributable to better liquidity, which 

could start to reverse soon with central banks changing tone. Today the risk premium from 

liquidity is gone, and credit presents a very asymmetric risk-reward profile. In a good scenario, 

investors can make carry and enjoy limited spread tightening, while in a bad scenario 

drawdowns in high-risk bonds have historically been close to 10-15%. From an asset class 

perspective, credit is a bad deal. 

 

We see opportunities in selected cyclical single-B rated credits in developed markets. Airlines, 

cruises and some carmakers are still discounting skepticism on economic re-opening, even in 

cases where government support is strong or liquidity abundant. The risk premium is higher in 

Europe – while most of US re-opening sectors have now priced a recovery. 

 

In emerging markets, we remain broadly cautious, but we find value selectively in situations 

with strong external support despite high yields, like Pemex, Naftogaz and Air Baltic. Another 

area of value is property developers in China: the sector offers yields uniformly in the 7-10% 

range despite very big differences in fundamentals. Relatively high quality developers can offer 

6-7% yields despite low gearing and sometimes systemic dimensions.  

 

Finally, we remain positive on convertible debt, especially in energy / re-opening sectors. High 

grade issuers in high beta sectors continue to offer a positive convex upside-downside profile 

to investors. Issuers with healthy balance sheets in hospitality, energy, or travel sectors can 

see a strong equity re-pricing in a positive scenario, but have little credit risk in a negative one. 

As such, the presence of convertibles in a bond portfolio can make up for the negative 

asymmetry offered by credit markets. Examples including Dufry, FNAC, Accor, TUI and 

Campari. Convertible debt is currently our top asset class, with around a 20% allocation. 

 

US High Yield Credit 1 Year Cumulative 
Returns by Risk Factor 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Algebris Investments, Bloomberg. US HY Credit 
ETF: HYG US Equity. Data as of 25.04.21 

US Investment Grade Credit 1 Year 
Cumulative Returns by Risk Factor 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Algebris Investments, Bloomberg. US IG 
Credit ETF: LQD US Equity. Data as of 25.04.21 
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Conclusions: Rethinking Bond Investing 
 

Rockets, moon shots, 
Spend it on the have nots 
Money, we make it 
Fore we see, you take it 

Inner City Blues, Marvin Gaye, 1970 

 

 

Created in 2013 as a parody to mock bitcoin and offer digital alternative currencies to a wider 

audience, Dogecoin’s market cap is now worth more than Ford Motor Company. It is easy to 

dismiss this as just another example of a speculative bubble driven by loose monetary policy. 

History shows us that in times of crisis, governments use currencies to ensure their survival. At 

that point in history, currencies no longer become a reliable store of value. The Dollar remains 

the world’s reserve currency, for now – yet the U.S. government is likely to continue on the road 

of war-time stimulus. This war is not waged outside, but inside our countries. Our economies 

have become incredibly imbalanced, after decades of QE infinity and tax cuts, which have 

benefited the haves over the have-nots and created asset-rich but wage-poor recoveries. 

Today’s war is not against an external enemy, but against inequality. 

 

As a result, we believe investors should consider alternatives to their allocation. 

 

In the words of bond investor veteran Dan Fuss’ recent FT article titled Bond investing needs 

a complete rethink:  

 

“Any major jolt that hits the markets, however, could undo the base for the substantial investor 

leverage that has made its way into them. It is assumed that leading central banks would race 

to support markets and that is, in most cases, a valid assumption. But leverage depends on 

confidence. Should confidence start to unravel, the excess liquidity would rapidly depart. 

Central banks are watching this carefully but might not be able to control it.” 

 

In the second half of the year, we believe inflation volatility and discussions around tapering 

might bring back volatility to risk assets. Bonds and credit are the sleeping giant, with valuations 

at all-time highs and returns now barely compensating for historical risks. 

 

Longer term, however, we believe investors should consider a scenario where policy becomes 

even looser – potentially with a change of Fed Chair – and the introduction of even more dovish 

policy measures. These include yield curve control, and eventually central bank digital 

currencies (CBDCs). We believe CBDCs, already used in China, could bring a sea-change in 

policy. The monetary policy transmission mechanism might change from top-down, from the 

central bank down to commercial banks and firms – to bottom-up, with direct monetary injection 

into sectors and firms.  

 

We expect higher inflation, persistently negative real yields, higher taxes and more government 

intervention in economic sectors. Investors should look for alternatives. In our Global Credit 

Opportunities Strategy, we continue to be strongly invested in securities linked to real assets 

or real cash-flows, like convertible bonds and commodity sectors, while we maintain a neutral 

duration and a very selective allocation to credit. 

  

The Silver Bullet is Algebris Investments' global credit investor letter. 

Alberto Gallo is Head of Global Credit Strategies at Algebris (UK) Limited, and is Portfolio 
Manager for the Algebris Global Credit Opportunities Fund, joined by portfolio managers/macro 
analysts Aditya Aney, Gabriele Foà, Jacopo Fioravanti and Lennart Lengeling.  

For more information about Algebris and its products, or to be added to our  
Silver Bullet distribution list, please contact Investor Relations at algebrisIR@algebris.com. 
Visit Algebris Insights for past Silver Bullets. 
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Appendix: Credit Risk Factor Decomposition 
 

To better understand the performance drivers for various credit products, we decomposed their 

returns into three risk factors: Default, Spread and Liquidity.  

 

We constructed our three risk factors based on the following methodology: 

 

1. Default Factor: proxied using CDX IG 0-7% tranche weekly spread returns, controlled 

for general market volatility using the VIX index and liquidity using the UST Liquidity 

Index. The rationale is that worse performance of the equity/first-loss tranches of the 

CDX IG index should indicate that investors are pricing in a higher potential for more 

defaults. 

 

2. Spread Factor: proxied using CDX IG 7-100% tranche weekly spread returns, 

controlled for general market liquidity using the UST Liquidity Index. The rationale is 

that the higher ranked tranches are less likely to take losses when single-name 

defaults start to happen, and should better reflect general spread volatility.  

 

3. Liquidity Factor: proxied using differences of weekly spread returns between the CDX 

IG index and the US Investment Grade ETF LQD, adjusted for duration differences. 

The rationale is that CDS indices tend to be more liquid than index ETFs, especially 

during market stress as the latter faces bond liquidation costs if outflows start to 

happen.  

 

We then ran multivariate regressions for weekly returns of various credit products on the three 

risk factors using 2013-2021 data. Our three factors together could explain 90% of variances 

for LQD and 57% of variances for HYG for the period studied. 

 
Additional reading: 

 
The White House, Remarks by President Biden in Address to a Joint Session of Congress, 
April 29 2021 
 
Financial Times, Bond investing needs a complete rethink, 27 April 2021 
 
Financial Times, ECB dismisses tapering talk as recovery ‘has a long way to go’, 22 April 
2021 
 
Bloomberg, Bank of Canada Becomes First to Signal Exit From Stimulus, 21 April 2021 
 
CNBC, Op-ed: China, Russia deepen cooperation in what could be Biden’s defining challenge 
as president, 18 April 2021 
 
Bloomberg, TSMC Lifts Targets After Warning Chip Crunch May Hit 2022, 15 April 2021 
 
Financial Times, Companies try to cut geopolitical risk from supply chains, 7 April 2021 
 
IMF, World Economic Outlook – Managing Divergent Recoveries, April 2021 
 
Sources:  
The source for all images is Wikimedia Commons unless indicated otherwise. 
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